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By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
~~~caiio".:'\': ;:.:Y1o'll~gt~3.gtayp~{;:~
It appears that as each ·.day
tiona BuUdlu, or tolephonfi 277-4002 or
passes without the UNM athletic
277"4102•
department reaching a decision
,
FOR SAL!ll
on tjl\l ~q~u.re of Bill Weeks.ll~ ·
1969 FORD Galaxi~ 50o', 2-dr ha~top; v.!l, I heal!· fb<ltball coach the challCI!S
· 4_. barrel carb.uretor. llod;v in gOO<l_ ~ 0_ 0 ~1r 1· , of .ljis :llemaining ill that capacity ·
tJOn, good tires, new aUtom~tiC trjlnlij'
' , o1 h
.
•
:•
missioq. uat sell to' pay 2nd s~m"!!tor · for ,l\l10t er year mcrease.
·
tuition, $300-350. Ph~ne 842-9839. 11(29;! .
~i:l
12/3,
I .
. . ' I ..
. I ·• ;1nnouncement concernin,).
.
.
. <;'
UNDERWOOD Standard tYPewriter, ~i~ ·. : W el)~s was expected no later th:l.n
type, Call Mrs. Whi~ 243-6431. ut;Dt 1 a we~)t ago yesterday, but }he
1213 •
. I .·
. , ; ·• athletic de{)artment has remam~d
ST_UDE_NTS looking tor taJ,.<lar from $1o'O!
mum
on the subject.
to $2000, any mak~. · t''lr the low"!'~
·
,
prieea in town call Laljn)' Corter, 298,
Athletic Director Pete McDav·
1934 after 3 :so p,m, t '
id sayfi only that Sports InformaSERVI(JES
tion Director Eddie Groth will be
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
th e fi rs t t 0 know and th a t the
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until B
press will be informed from the
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
bl' 't
ffi e
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
pu IC! Y
C •
243-0588.
Virtually all high schools have
PERSONALS
completed their football seasons
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
and UNM assistants would norDELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
' k'mg up th e1r
' traV e ]
don't have them, then you don't want
rna ]]Y b e PIC
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
funds now to go in search of the .
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
bl
h'
)
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
ue·c IP P ayers.
HELP WANTED
But if Weeks leaves, or is asked
to leave his head coaching poFOR RENT
sition,
chances are nearly 100 per
HOUSE for Rent. 2 blocks from campus
cent that the whole staff will also
on Las Lomas. $135. per month with 1
year lease. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths~ fireleave in the shuffle.
place, walled yard. Phone 242·1938. 11/29.
Unlike a season ago, nobody is
ROOMS for rent, $30 Per month. Close
openly
yelling for Weeks' h!lad.
to campus, Males only, 424 Sycamore
NE. Phone 842·1824. Call or see after
No
booster
has made much noise
4 p.m. 11/22·30.
about hiring a new coach and
LOST
. UNM faculty members will tell
DIAMOND white gold engagement ring,
you that their group is not disin or around the Language Lab. :Repleased with :Weeks.
ward. Please call 255·7485. 11/22-30.
In fact, it is difficult to find
PERSONALS
anyone,
except some players who
WANTED 3 open-mindsd girls for Miami
Beach Xmas trip, Expenses paid. Coil•
choose to leave the proverbial
tact Ric 242-9252, 6·7 p.m. 11/80·12/7
sinking ship, that they want to
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUNt En·
see the head coach fired.
thuiasti;c, enenretic Junior or senior fD
Local news media and m an y
write chapter for etudent guidebook, Ex·
ponsea and fee plus b:v-Une and obort
fans
assumed that another losing
bioeraphy. Tell ua who 1011 are lmmsdi·
season would make Weeks' leavately. Writ.: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon and Sehuater, 680 Fifth
ing the post automatic. But ~vi
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
dently that is not true.
Late Wednesday afternoon
-Sportiest Car Coat Going Groth could give no indication
when the announcement might
GENUINE SHEEPSKIN LINED
come and Weeks is, of course, not
with large sheared sheepskin collar.
talking about the situation.
Warmest coat made for
After the Lobos' final loss to
Men -Women - Children
dow n-state rival New Mexico
FREED CO.
107 First NW
State, McDavid told the Associated Press that an announcement
would be made by Wednesday of
last week.
Without UNM assistants on the
recruiting trails it will be hard
to fashion a better freshman
team than this season's 0-4 group.
But obviously, assistants don't
want to try to convince top play-
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The year of the

YAMAHA

•

l

'

O'HEHRY'S

country Bar·B·O
The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ••. 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ••• for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy· like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

BOBBY J'S
MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 255-023~
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.CATERING-TAKE
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1

Hamburger
with F.F.

55¢
All Sandwich••

with

french frlit

~~

·

Fremont s

-A specialty Food Shop1'1
~ Coronado Center • . 298:5~83 .!A
t::S:~~~~~~i:~n!l;;(~~~
·

SOUTH

WEST

BICTl.IC SHAYEI SHYIQ
ElECTRIC SHAVER ANO
liGHTER REPAIR
.
247.f219
2110 lMIID NW
. . .

Makers of
Indian. JeweIry
OLD TOWN

ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS
ADVANCED DEGREES
APPLIED RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

Football Coach Bill Weeks
ers to come _to the New Mexico
school if the coaches themselves
are to be out .of jobs shortly.
Five coaches are in their first
year on Weeks' staff and would
like another try at a winning
team, And, all of the coaches, including Weeks, are losing valuable time in finding new jobs if
they are to be replaced.
The head coaching job here is
an attractive one. The athletic

Assassination • • •
(Contillued from page 1)
":When I asked the government
I was told that the commission
would be prosecutor, judge, and
jury in closed hearings, and that
no defense was needed," Lane
said, "So I started thinking of
ways to present arguments that
needed to be brought before the
people. I began to wonder if a
book was the right way to do it
when 15 publishers accepted my
book and then rejected it."
Lane charged that government
agencies, mainly the FBI and the
CIA, had pressured publishers and
news media not to publicize dissent about the Warren Commission's findings.
"For two years there was not
a word of dissent heard," Lane
said. 'Then I was invited to appear on a TV talk show to debate
Melvin Belli, .Tack Ruby's lawyer,
The network brass wouldn't let
me appear. They said I had facts
and affdavits contrary to the Commission's findings ~nd tpat I
would 'confuse' the people.''
He labeled the CBS-TV fourhour series last summer on the
assassination "thoroughly di~
honest. It was an attempt to present not the truth but a dishonest
view."
Lane will speak ill the· Anthropology Lecture Hall tonight at 8.
His appearance is sponsored by
the Associated Students Speakers
Program. Admission is free.

Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. is seeking Ph.D.
and M.S. graduates in Mechanical, Electrical, and Electronics Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics,
and Operations Research. Opportunities are also available for Economists and M.B.A.'s for cost effectiveness
and transportation studies.
Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. currently employs over-350 professional scientific and engineering
consultants who contribute technically, both individually and collectively, to applied research programs for
private industry and government agencies. Our assignments are not common or routine. We are required to
define and solve complex, unusual problems that challenge and demand the application of considerable analytical talent.
We seek creative scientists and engineers who believe they are qualified by training and interests to perform effectively in the following areas:
Operations Research .- Operations Analysis -·
Systems Analysis - Applied Mathematics - Mathematical Analysis - Statistical Analysis - Environmental Analysis - Communication Studies - Technical Program Planning - Computer Applications - Reliability Studies which include the Application of Mathematics, Statistics, Probability, Simulation and Modeling to Mechanical and Electrical Systems Effectiveness
Problems.·
Excellent starting salaries, tuition reimbursement,
relocation, and deferred profit sharing.
Positions are available in Los Angeles (airport
area), Chicago, Kansas City, Bethesda, Albuquerque,
and San Diego.
'
Interviews on Campus Tuesday, December 27th,
1967. See your Placement Office.
Trent Ross
Manager- Staff Selection

BOOZ-ALLEN
APPLIED RESEARCH Inc.
6151 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
Phone: (213) 776-3540
An Equal Oppartunlty Employer (M & F)

Wednesday and Thursday
November 1 & 2, 1967

LONDON GRAFIC! ARTS

247·8579

Presents an exhibition
and sale ol
originals, lithographs,
etchings, wood cuts

i

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Daumier
Charzou
Chagall

Cassatt
Corinth
Dufy

Maillol
Picasso
rtenoir

Rouault
Toulouse-Lautrec
Van Dongen

..

and many others moderately priced

.

The University of New Mexico- Union Ballroom Gallery
10 am -7 pm

,.;.
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~~~on~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§§§~§~§~~~
1.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
II A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11 A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year.
$2.25 per semester

' •

departmen,t, boos!ers, and local
news media have received quite a
few feelers about when the post
would be officially vacan~ so that
they could apply for .the JOb.
Jf there is to be a new coach,
he
• too
• is losing valuable
• recruith
h
mg t1me by the delay m t e at letir; department announcing· a de• •
CISIOn.
One las~ source, the o!fice of
UNM President Tom PopeJoy, has
also been
quiet
as a mouse about
h'
•
the coac mg JOb.
No one knows when to expect
an announcement, but all involved
' Impa
'
t'Ient an d b ecomare growmg
ing irritable at the entire quest'

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

:109 YALE BLVO., S.E.
•

. ' TUQrsday, November ao,19!17

WANT:~ADs' ... ::·;ONM Mum ori· ·Well~l~~~Fotu~~ '~FTI~~~~~

I 1t:lUf~td.;
lsiFI: D ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
&f¢-4 timeo, fl.oo. Inao~i91)11
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Friday, December 1, 1967

By CHUCK NOLAND
The Warren Commission started with a preconceived conclusion
and ignored evidence contrary to
that conclusion in its investigation
of the· assassination of President
Kennedy, Mark Lane, author of
''Rush to Judgment," told a campus audience last night.
"They had a hard time of it,"
Lane told a near-capacity crowd
in the Anthropology Lecture Hall.
The author is the fifth speaker in
the Associated Students Lecture
Series,
"They had to explain how five
shots from different directions
came from one direction in 5.6
seconds, and how a bolt-action
rifle with a minimum interval between shots of 2.3 seconds could
do that.''
Lane explained that evidence
indicated there were five shots
fired that day in Dallas's Dealey
Plaza in 5.6 seconds: The first,
from the rear of the Presidential
limousine, hit President Kennedy
in the back; the second, from the
right front of the car, hit him in
the throat; the third, from the
rear, hit Texas Governor John
Connally; the fourth, from the
front, missed the limousine,
struck a curb on the other side
of it, ricocheted and wounded a
spectator; and the fifth, from the
front, hit the President in the
head-the fatal wound.
"The Commission had decided
that Oswald was to be named as
the lone assassin," Lane said,
"then disqualified or ignored witnesses whose testimony indicated
otherwise because this inconVI.'nit>nccl the Commi$~in!J,. whirh
· was seeking evidence to support
........
only its preconceived conclusion.''
· 1ACQUELYN CASTLEMAN, a contestant in the Best-Dressed
Girl on Campus contest, poses in a. glamorous at-home outfit which · Lane said that less than half of
she modeled at last night's fashion show in the Kiva. Models for the the people who witnessed the asshow will also appear in the Union Ballroom on Thursday, Dec. 7, at sassination were questioned by
7:30 p.m. in the final judging for the contest, sponsored nationally investigators or by the Commisby Glamour magazine. Fashions in last night's show were donated sion. He said that of 90 witnesses
by .Albuquerque stores. Organizer of the show and the contest is questioned who said they knew
where the shots came from, 58Theta Sigma Phi. (Photo by Pawley)
nearly two-thirds-reported that
some shots had come from a fence
d
at the back of the famed grassy
knoll to the right front of the
Presidential limousine.
"But witnesses who said shots
came from behind the fence were
disqualified," Lane said .. "They
inconvenienced the Commission."
By SARAH LAIDLAW
among themselves. One group
Lane said the Commission had
Two Arab students, Ezzat Dha- would object of materialistic
to explain how Oswald's
tried
tab and Manson Khaiji, discussed states," said Khaiji.
the history of .Arab-Israeli conHe quoted Dr. Berger: "It is a ri~e. wi~h its 2.3-second minimum
flicts at the International Center messianic hope to return to a firmg mterval, could fire five
last night.
nation. But Judaism is no longer
"We are not going to speak on a nation, it is a religion.''
the summer's war. We were in
Dhatab said the grestest comAmerica at the time it was hap- plaint the .Arabs have is that Ispening, and we know probably rael has too much land. He said
as much as you do about it," said Jews have always lived in Arab
Khaiji,
(Continued on page 2)
The two men spoke to 17 peo~
pie, who sometimes broke into
heated discussion.
Debate and discussion programs
Quoting from a pamphlet,
in preparation for the Dec. 11-12
1'Israeli .According to the Holy
Viet Nam war referendum will
Scriptures," Khaiji said that
begin Monday .in the Union.
American Rabbi Dr. Elmer BerThe.programs, aimed at estab·
ger believes there is no basis in
lishing a number of proposals
the Old or New Testaments for
and alternatives for a solution to
the establishment of a national
the Viet Nam contliet, are being
political state in Palestine.
sponsored by the student govern•
Zionists have taken the Bibliment National-International Afcal statement, "going back to
fairs Committee, c h a i 1' man
Israel," literally, Khaiji said. InCharles Miller.
stead, according to the pamphlet
Dr. Foster R. Dulles, visiting
it means "going back to God"
professor of history at UNM, and
through Christianity.
well-known political theorist Hans
"Not every Jew believes it is
Morgenthau will highlight the·
part of his religion to return to
program Monday and Tuesday,
Israel. The Jews are divided
Morgenthau will be contacted
through the Alert Center 'l'eleIIIIIIIIIIIIHHimllllllllllllllllnliiiiii!IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIImlffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Lecture facilities in the Union.
A panel discussion involving
UNM students and .Albuquerque
The Game of the Year on
residents on Tuesday, a formal dethe 'ONM campus-the third
MANSON ICII.AJJI, one of two bate on Thursday, and a Friday
annual Beer Bowl-will be
Arab students leading a discussion afternoon general discussion sesplayed today at 8:80 p.m. at
on the Arab-Israeli war at the sion will end the week's activities.
Zimmerman Field. The game
International Center last night,
Resolutions
and
proposals
is between the Lobo st:.lff and
quotes from a pamphlet to make adopted during the week will be
student government. See the
a point in his defense of .Arabian voted on by UNM students and
sports section for complete de·
cln.ims to land in t.he Middle East. local residents on Monday and
tails.
Tuesday of the following week.
IIIIIIIIIIBIIMHiftllfl!IIIIIIIHIII!IIIHIIDIIIIHIIIHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIHil (Photo by Pawley)

shots-including four 2.3 second there. "The bullet continued on,
intervals-in 5.6 seconds. The 5.6- then hung , i;!Uspend,ed in mid-air
second time span was determined for about 1},8 second~, until it obby the ·number of frames in an served Governor CoJJnally in front
8-mm. movie of the assassination of it, It then turned to the proper
angle to enter the governo'f-'13
taken by Abraham Zapruder.
back,
passed through his body"Five shots wouldn't fit into
shattering
his fifth rib along the
5.6 seconds," Lane said, "so they
tried four. That still wouldn't fit, way-exited from his chest, made
so they tried three. That worked. a right turn, shattered his right
Then they had to make three bul- wrist, exited from his right wrist,
lets from one source account for made a U-turn, and lodged in his
left thigh.
all the damage done.''
"The same bullet finally wound
Lane asserted that for a while
up
in the President's back, and
Commission members were nearlater found on the President's
was
ldespondent because they were
at Parkland Hospital,
stretcher
finding it difficult to account for
apparently
having worked its way
all the wounds with only three
bullets. Then, he said, a Philadel- back out of the shallow wound in
phia lawyer working with the · his shoulder during external
Commission figured out a way to cardiac massage aplied in an attempt to save his life," he condo it.
cluded.
"This plan was known as the
Lane said the Commission re'magic-bullet' theory-or to Com•
that the second bullet had
ported
mission members as the 'singlemissed,
ricocheted off the curp..t.
bullet' theory," Lane said. "It
and
wounded
a spectator, and tlie
went like this: The first bullet
hit the President in the back of third bullet had hit the President
the neck-which of course ex- in the back of the head- "Which
plains the wound found during of course pulled his head back in
the autopsy in his right shoulder. the direction from which the shot
It exited from the front of his had come"-and that this was
neck-which explains the en- the fatal shot.
"The press 'was grateful when
trance-not exit--wound doctors
(Continued on page 3)
at Parkland Hospital testified was

History Stresse

Two Arab Students Give Background
Of Israeli Conflicts to 1-Center Group

.AUTHOR M.ARK LANE, who addressed a near-capacity crowd in
the Anthropology Lecture HaU last night, was interviewed by The
Lobo at his motel Wednesday night. Lane, the author of "Rush to
Judgment," is a well-known critic of the Warren Commission }leport
on the Kennedy assassination, which he regards as a political answer
intended to soothe Americans' worries about a conspiracy in the
death of the President. (Photo by Pawley)

Regents' Action Asked

VietNam Debate, Juggler's Troubles Over?Referendum Set ~"t .~E ~~~!.~!.~m~~ 1.Pmul~

Game of the Year

han-

problems with the American Le·
gion over the October issue of the
humor magazine apparently are
not over.
The New Mexico United Veterans Council sent a letter to the
UNM Regents this week asking
that Burton be "censured and
reprimanded" and that the publi·
cation be put on probation.
The letter, signed by W. Peter
McAtee, chairman of the council,
also asked "if there is a repeti- ,.
tion in ~he, fut,~re to terminate ··
the publication.
.., :The New Mexico Veterans
~ouncil il,lcludes the local .Amer·
1can. Leg1on ~hapters, the V~t· ·erans of Fo~e1gn Wars, the DIS•
abled Amer1can. Veterans, and
the World War I Veterans.
Dr. Tom Roberts, president of
t~e. Regents, to!d The Lobo last
mght t~at he Will send .a copy of
the l~tter to UNM Prcs1d~~t Tom
PopeJOY today and that he has
asked that the tetter be placed on
the agenda f?r ~~1e next regular
Regents meetmg, scheduled Sat·
urday, Dec. 9.
"At this moment all I expect to
happen is that the president will

died. We must acknowledge receipt of the Jetter and state what
the action will be," Roberts said.
The letter says articles in the
October isaue of The Juggler
were "offensive," "humorless/'
"obscene," and "encouraged dis·
loyalty." It asks the Regents "to
adopt standards of propriety and
conduct which are clear and in ac.cordance with the basic American
tradition to regulate the UNM
faculty and students!'
Mc.Atee's letter to the Regen'U'•
also reminded them "that :freedom
is not free and if we are to safe•
guard and preserve this herita.ge
so dear to us, we must exerc1ee
the courage and judgment to prevent their mutilation and eventual
destruction"
The U~UVI Student Publications
Board decided Nov. 7 not to hold
a formal hearing on charges filed
against the magazine by the New
Mexic 9 adjutant of the American
Legion, Herschel L. Doyle. He
charged that the magazine was
communistic and subversive. The
B .. d ·
d 'th Editor Bur
oar agree WI
"
(Continued on page 2)
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Warren ·Report's Decision Called Preconceived
(Continued from page 1)

l the report came- 0 \lt," Lane said.

.....
...

:-

"T~ey said-in editorial after edi-

toriai-'Oswald alone did it, It's
·over. Let's forget about it and
work
together to build the great
society'."
Lane charged the media with
overwhelming endorsement of the
Commission's summary before the
26 volumes of supporting evidence
had even been made available.
"Then, when the evidence came

~

·-~-·---

. . . the entire line of

GOLD· FASHION RINGS
will be available for you to see
our store • . . FRIDAY and SATURDAY
.
You saw them in SEVENTEEN ... NOW SEE THEM ALL HEREI
in

FAMED FOLK SINGER Pete Seeger signed
autographs for an enthusiastic crowd of admirers
after his Concert Hall performance last night.
Seeger delighted a standing-room-only crowd in
the 2002-capacity hall, extending his scheduled
performance time and returning for an encore. He
sang several of his own compositions, "Those

Action on Juggler Arab-Israeli Rifts Traced
Asked of Regents

(Continued from page 1)
countries with "no example of
(Continued from page 1)
J ews
being
discriminated ·
ton's statement that the charges
against."
were not specific enough to merit
"If Israel would accept a setformal investigation. The Board
also refused to hold a hearing tlement, the Arabs would," said
on charges of obscenity and sub- Khaiji. The two students feel that
version filed by several UNM stu- if Israel would either allow the
dents.
three million refugees (resulting
Burton was censured by the from both the 1948 conflict and
Board Nov. 13 for using unattri- this summer's conflict) to return
buted material reprinted without to Palestine, or give monetary
permission from other student compensation to them, the Arabhumor magazines. He was told Israeli conflict would disappear.
that further use of uncredited
With the establishment of a
material would cost him his job, Jewish state by United Nations
resolution in 1948, the Arabs were
~~~~m.~~~~~~~
given 44 per cent of the divided
Vi New Mexico Pinions
~ land, while 56 per cent went to
In Gift Boxes
~ the new nation.
"How would you feel," asked
Fremont's
~ Dhatab, "if someone, one person,
-A specialty Food Shop~ was invited to your home, and 100
W Coronado Center
298-5483 ~ people showed up7'!. He- said the
Q~~~~~~~~~~~ analogy was a compact way of
explaining Arab feelings about
·, the new state.
"When the resolution first went
before the UN, the Arabs tried to
convince other countries through
diplomacy that it was wrong.
When this failed, The Arabs
agreed to establish an independent Arab state," said Dhatab.
Apart from original dissatisfaction with the land division,
there is a second issue, The two
Arab students said the Israelis
are still not satisfied with the
size of their share of land.
"We can be excused for fightSANTA FE
ing. We are fighting for our

'I

if
fi
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THE STUDENTS
.WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY

SANDWICH & PIZZA

•

SANDWICHES

PIZZA
I

Medium

Lorge

.75
.95
1.00
1.40
Sausage
1.00
1.40'
Olive
1.00
1.40
Pepperoni
1.00
1.40.
GrMn Chili 1.00
1.40
Onion
1.00
1.40
Combination

1.50
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10

2 1181111

1.25

1.55

3 ltem1

1.35

1.70

2.40
2.70

Small
Chee•

Mushroom

TENDER JUICY BEEF DIP

,59

TASTY B.B.Q. BEEF DIP

.59

HICKORY ~MOKED HAM DIP

.65

GOOD LEAN PASTRAMI DIP
Home Made II.II.Q. Sauce

•65

.19
ALL SAlADS
Cole Slaw, Potato or Maearoni
PICKLED EGGS

.15

KOSHER DILlS

.15

For FREE DELIVERY 5 PM • 2 AM Fri. & Sat.
till Midnight Sun.· Thu. Ca,ll 243-4311
$1.25 min.
(The little shop in the middle of thE! block)

Oor Locations: 319 Fifth SW and 2216 Central SE

..

butterfiel~~

Three Are on My Mind," and "If I Had a Hammer," in addition to several Woody Guthrie songs
including "This J.a:nd is Your La:nd" and ''Why,
Why, Why." His eneore song was "Poisoning Students' Minds," which includes the line, "Everybody knows students don't have minds." (Photo
by Pawley)

homes," said Khaiji. He said the
"threat of influx from the Jews
had a great effect on the Arabs.
An expansion could occur anytime," he said.

Evangelist to Talk
To Group Sunday

'jewelers@.
2312

OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HALL

SMART
YOUNG
STYliNG!

...

THJIIlE
FULL- FASHIONED

100% LAMBSWOOL

PULLOVER
JUST 5 MIN. FROM LAMI"I.J~

DER CHILl DOG
DER MUSTARD DOG
DER KRAUT DOG

18c

DER. POLISH DOG

The "Moments of Challenge"
series at the Christian Student
Center, 205 University Blvd.,
N.E., will feature Joe Barnett
of Amarillo, Texas, as speaker
Sunday, Dec. 3, at 5:30 p.m.
The nationally known evangelist
will speak on "Discipleship of the
College Student." A light meal
will be served at 5 p.m. All UNM
students are invited to attend.

SOc
DRINKS
10 AND 20c
OPEN TilL
MON, THRU
FRIDAY & SAT. TILL 2:00 AM

EAST CENTRAL AT SIERRA

Witnns£6nit~tl

Listen to KUNM

Should you drink beer
straight from the bottle?
If you're on a blanket party
of trouble and expense to let
or something, carrying along a
Budweiser create its own bubglass is pretty clumsy. But
bles with the natural carbonawhen it's convenient, we think
tion of Beechwood Ageing. So
it's a shame not to use one.
you really can't blame us for
Keeping Budweiser
wanting you to get it at its
inside the bottle or
best, can you?
can is missing half
Just for fun, pour your
the fun.
next four or five botties of Bud~~> into a
Those tiny bubbles
glass. If you don't
getting organized at the
top of your glass have a lot
agree that the extra
to do with taste and aroma.·
taste, clarity and
Most beers have carbonation
aroma make a big difference,
pumped in mechanically. Not
go back to the bottle.
Budweiser. We go to a barrel •. ·~.... We won't say another word.

Budweise:c

... best reason in the world to drink beer

Thane styles this classic
pullover with a youthful
dash of action and
smartness. The soft,
luxurious lambswool is
superbly comfortable.
Hand washable. Guar·
anteed mothproof. Sizes
S·M·l·XL. You'll want
more than one when you
see the great colorsl
and $17.00

.it.-

slJtlttt 4op.

3124 CENTRAl
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out, a reporter for the New York
Times took the ~6 volumes home
to look over them," Lane said.
"After looking at 26 volumes of
evidence for three and a half
hours, he wrote a story saying
that all the evidence supported
the Commission's summation.''
Lane, who spoke and answered
audience questions for two hours
and fifteen minutes, pointed to
vast amounts of testimony and
facts gathered about the assassination by' official invef!tigators
and private researchers which
conflict with the Commission's
conclusions. Much of this evidence, he said, was made available
to the Commission and was ignored because it did not jibe with
the preconceived conclusion that
Oswald had acted alone.
"For example," Lane said,
"locked up in the National Archives is an FBI report titled,
'The Relationship Between Lee
Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby.'
No one can see it-this report,
along with much other valuable
information such as pictures and
X-rays of the President's body
taken just before the autopsy,
won't be opened to the public
until the end of September, 2039.
I don't know what's in the report,
but the Commission insists there
was no relationship between Oswald and Ruby."
Lane charged the Commission
with ignoring testimony which
placed Ruby, who killed Oswald
as he was being moved from the
Dallas county jail two days after
the assassination, in Dealey Plaza
prior. to the assassination. This
testimony, which was inconsistent
with the Commission's alleged
preconceived conclusions, was ignored "solely on the grounds that
Ruby said he wasn't there," Lane
said.
Lane said that the only thing
necesary to discredit the Commission's report is to show that
there was a wound-he cited the
one in the President's right shoulder-unaccounted for by the Commission, or show that shots c!'me
,, from more than one direct~on. He
argued that there is ample evidence to support both these assertions, and that therefore the
report has been discredited.
"The· next step after discrediting the report is to investigate to
find out just who did kill President
Kennedy," Lane said. This is what
New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison is doing, .he said.
Lane now lives in New Orleans
and works with Garrison, who is
scheduled to · speak on campus
Dec. 14.
"I moved to New Orleans to
find out what was going on there,"
Lane said. "The news media don't
report at all on what is going on
there, but there are very important things being done· in" .Garrison's investigation."
"The press has been -so ":l"ong

/

in its estimation of Garrison, I nedy, as evidence of the unre. said. "And the American people
think, beeause reporters are not liability of the Warren report.
be shocked and surprised
used to seeing a real intellectual
''Shaw's defense counsel came when they learn what comes out
in the office of district attorney in with a wbeelborrow full of the in the trial, because they are comanywhere," Lane said,
r.eport and its 26 volumes of SliP- pletely unprepared for it. The
In an exclusive Lobo interview porting evide):lcet Laned said
• .. media are responsible for this,
Wednesday night Lane said, "If "The presiding Judge sai , You and the people will be shocked."
Jim Garrison is crazy, there's not might as well turn that around
Lane said the attitude of the
a sane man left in the world. He's · and take that out of here. It's full media toward Garrison's investispeaking on your campus in a .of hear)lay and therefore inad~ · gation has been similar to what
couple of weeks. You can judge missable as evidence in court'.'' he encountered when he began infor yourself if you think he's
Lane then quoted one of the vestigating the assassination: "If
crazy.
other judges as saying, "Hear- you want to find out who killed
Last night, Lane cited iltate· say? It's full of hearsay five and your President, the government
ments by judges on a pre-trial six times removed."
thinks you're involved in some
hearing for' Clay Shaw, indicted
"·What's taking place in New kind of subversive activity bein New Orleans on charges of Orleans now is not a circus but cause they've already told you
conspiring to assassinate Ken- :a serious investligation," Lane what you're supposed to believ~~··
----....:..-----------'-----------------
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An Advent

MEDITATION

I

I

~~

From the Chaplain of

j

CANTERBURY CHAPEL

J

I

i
. . . on the COMMERCIALISM of CHRISTMAS

I

You will hear it said again this Advent Season that we should take the commercialism out of Chrisbnas. To do so would be neither possible nor Christian.
The commercial aspect of our lives is as important a part of the celebration of
Christ's Nativity as it is of the world he came to save. Jesus was born to redeem
the world as it is, not some idealized version of what it ought to he. He took flesh
in a world of business transactions and human commerce, a world of production,
consumption and marketing. These necessities of our existence are of equal im·
portance to God as schools, hospitals, the elimination of poverty and the quest
for peace.

I
I
I.

I

One of the great excitements of Chrisbnas .is knowing .that God became a man
among men. The fact that he was born in a motel parking lot, in a captive nation,
of rather suspect parentage, should be ample evidence of God's -concern for life as
we know it. As we began to give gifts to celebrate The Gift, it is no wonder that
we became involved in commercialism.
. . The irony of Christ's -.birth today is that many men of commerce receive their
·•very life from the Christmas Season even though they do not believe in nor follow -the Christ in life. But this is as it "!!hould be for Christ lived for others that
they_ might have life more abundantly.

Accross From Campus Cenlrall& G.lrard
265·1669

CHICKEN SPECIALS-

I

'
Remember that the Son of God was horn in poverty. For each dollar you spend
this Chrisbnas in buying items of luxury, give another dollar to provide life for
one you do not know; through world relief programs, adoption agencies, boys
homes.

f

Simply let God's love so flow through you this Holy Season of preparation that
everyone around you may receive a touch of it. The old commercialism will still
be there; there will he Chrisbnas cards with no mention of Christ, pages of news·
paper ads telling you of your needs, lush displays in every window of the depart•
ment stores. But with your intention to live for others you will bring something
new and yet very old to·our festive celebration. You will bring the touch of a
Godly man, to redeem and bring joy to this commercial life of ours that has he·
come rather tedious.

2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢

I

I

HAMBURGERS

~'

Therefore let your goal this A!Ivent be to redeem the commercialism of the real
world. With every card you send or gift you purchase, think not o:£ what the recipient will think of you for giving it. Think rather of the gift as a token of God's
love expressed through you to that person.

You might even try giving yourself this Chrisbnas. This is the only gift you have.
To take titne to listen to your family might encourage them to listen to you. To
spend your time for another is a tttark of being a Christian.

COMPLETE SHRIMP DINNERS 95¢ & up

3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.35 & up

!
1
f
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·Man .has not injected materialism into a "spiritual holiday'~ but rather God chose
to-redeem a material world that he so loved by entering into the life of history.
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and all Popular
Sandwiches

BREAKFAST ALSO SERVED
ANHEUSER•BUSCH, lNC, • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • H(lUSTON
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If's Time to Stop Beating
the Dead Horse
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The Bill Coleman-Dr. Jack Redman fiasco has raged quite
long enough in the news and letters columns of The Lobo and
othe~ local papers. All concerne9 have been beating the proverbial dead horse for quite some time. This final attempt at
clarification is no exception, but it must be written. It is The
Lobo's final word about these particular bones of contention
between Coleman and Redman.
The part of the controversy which has lasted longest is the
n;atter of a po&ter Coleman was holding at a Redman speech
to-a Young Republican rally Nov. 6. The poster was in protest
of napalm and Dow Chemical Corp., which was to begin recruiting on campus later that week.
On the poster were two pictures, one of a woman and one
of a child. Both were wounded. Redman told Coleman before
the speech that the woman suffered from shrapnel wounds,
while the child had gasoline burns. Coleman did not question
this diagnosis.
Redman said he felt it was unethical to use such pictures
to protest napalm, since the subjects- of them· were not
wounded by napalm. Coleman did not agree. The p.oint is that
Redman said the wounds were not napalm and Coleman
agreed. Redman, Coleman, and a Lobo staffer all agree on
this point, which has only in the last few days been made
clear.
But what touched off the whole fracas was Colem~n's rep:.ort of a statement Redman made in a discussion between
them in the Lobo office a day or two after the rally. Coleman
said on the editorial page of The Lobo that Dr. Redman had
said: "When confrontation comes, blacks will indiscriminately kill all whites." Redman denied saying this, Coleman
affinned he had heard the doctor say it, and then somehow
the whole· thing got sidetracked on the poster issue.
Perhaps Redman did not use those exact words. Perhaps it
was not made sufficiently clear that Dr. Redman did make a
statement to this effect, if not in these words: That when
the blacks meet the whites in violent racial confrontations,
the blacks will not be able t-o ilistinguish between whites who
have helped their cause and whites who have harmed or used
them. If they are going to kill whites, Redman said, they are
not going to do it selectively.
The Lobo editor and .two staffers heard Redman say this
to Coleman. Coleman may not have quoted Redman's exact
Words, but he did not alter the intent of the doctor's statements. That is a fact supported by three witnesses in addi~
tion to Coleman. Two Young Republicans were also there.
They have not to our knowledge said publicly that Coleman
misquoted Redman.
Finally, the doctor's refusal to debate Coleman is somewhat confusing. The doctor says, and we believe he means
it, that he is seriously concerned about the problems facing
this country. Yet he refuses to debate Coleman publicly. He
says he will not longer argue about the poster incident or the
alleged misquote; but Coleman has shown no more interest
in beating the deceased horse than has Redman.
We believe Coleman's challenge is to debate not about the
poster or the quote, but about the issues on which they center, the two most vital issues facing us today: the war in
Viet Nam and racial unrest.
t- "Surely such a debate would be useful, perhaps even constructive. It could certainly do no harm,
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educators spent

Those
most of
their time at their three-day
meeting here worrying about how
they were going to get more
money out of the Federal Government in order to keep their institutions running.
That they face a financial crisis
appears undeniable. They keep
bleeding students for more money
in tuition and fees, while Uncle
Sam is starting to turn off the
flow of goodies, most states are
unable to generate much in new
tax revenue and are cutting back
their education budgets, and even
the Ford Foundation, with all its
money and influence in higher education, can hardly provide broad
support for colleges and universities.

*hard"' to"'

Yet it is
agree with
them that the financial crisis is
the greatest one facing higher education. For, even if the federal
government bails out the nation's
colleges and universities, they
will still' have a bigger crisis to
face: what are they doing for
America, what are they doing to
stop what Sen. Morse called "the
trend of th~ government toward
a military ''tlconomy." What, in~ "
deed, have :'universities done to -.
stop the growth of militarism in
the United States?
The answer: damn little. Recruiters for the military machine
walk thei rcampuses with impunity. The nation's most prestigious institutions of higher learning - Michigan, Stanford, and
MIT - do the Defense Department's dirty work, building bigger and better bombs, developing
the best ways to find the "enemy"
so we can kill him, and helping
hunt guerillas in the hills of Thailand.
This is the point that demonstrators are trying to make when
they try to stop recruiters and
object to campus military research, secret and open.

* • •

But niost educators have. missed tthe point. Instead of asking
themselves probing questions about their complicity with the
military. structure, they continue
to babble about academic freedom
and the right of all groups-left
and right-to appear on campus.
Th protestors want to know
what the universities are doing to
stop the war. Perhaps the answer
isn't kicking military recruiters
off the campus. (Though what
would be so unacademic about
denying campus facilities to any
organization which participates
in the destruction of human beings?) And why should universities, which are supposed to be
devoted to the betterment of man
continue to conduct military research which results in new ways
to destroy man?
Perhaps it is time for higher
education to cast aside its ivory
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~'Pre-Can a . Program
, A ,pr!i-(Jima conference for' en-

,Alpha Eps_ilon Pb;ocial ftatern-' '
ity, number one in scholarships,
will hold an organiz~tional meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 5, at 7:30
p.m. in room 250 of the Union.
The organization is open to all
undergra~uate
male 11tudents.
Further mformation may be obtained by calling 842-9648.
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' gaged couples willbe held at the
Newman Center, Dec. 5, 6, and 7
from 7-9 p.m. Appearing on the
prof.lTam . \\!ill be Dr. and Mrs.
William ;:Byatt ofi ·the. 1Mctr~cal
engineering department' and! I:.t;
and 1\{ts. Jac~ Clarke. Mrs.
ClatRe is th~ 'assistant dean of
·. women 'a't 'UNM:! ·' •
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SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES
Alumni Memorial
Chapel, 11-:00 a.m.
Sponsored by the
lutheran Association
of America

c:>ENUINE SHeEPSKIN LINED
larg~ sheared ;sheeps~ln .cP\19~1
Warm~st coat roadpf for .
:, ;

with

Men --:-.Women - Cbi.ldren , · . ·

107 First NW

FREED CO.

Flying Home for the Holidays? ' '
Going Skiing? Taos?· Red River?
For Reservations-Information-Tickets
Your Travel Number is

265-7611
ALL SET F~R tomorrow's Casino Night are cigarette girls, from
left, J?anne H1acy and Susan Keller, co-chairmen for the event. With
them IS Jeff Long, who will be spinning the wheel of fortune. This
new program featuring gambling, floor shows, marriage boothS!, and
mB!'y more activities will be held tomorrow night from 8 to 12 in the
Un10n Ballroom. Students will be able to buy $200 in paper money for
$1, and prizes will be awar<led for those with the most money. (Photo
by Lucero)
Quality Paperbacks and
Selected Hardbound Titles
Open 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Sundays 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

The Credibility Chasm
By CARL T. ROWAN

Final Approval Pending

E. E. l-lonorary May Build
Message Board at Arena

120 Yale St. S.E.

WASHINGTON-Every time that credibility gap begins to close
a bit with regard to the war in Viet Nam, the administration does
something to widen it back to chasm-like proportions.
The Johnson team is currently engaged in just the kind of operation
that eventually leaves the public distrustful and uncertain-except for
the certainty that politicians never abandon the notion that they can
fool enough -of the people enough of the time.
I am referring to the efforts of Gen. William Westmoreland, Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, and Robert Komer to perk up the sagging
morale of the American people.
In numerous press conferences and background briefings, public
speeches and radio and television interviews, these gentlemen have
tried to make it possible for Americans to swallow a bit of optimism
with their cranberries and gobbler.

Phone 842-1413

An electronic message board
will be constructed at University
Arena by members of Eta Kappa
Nu, senior electrical engineering
honorary. The board is expected
to be complewd in time for the
:Cobo
Invitational
basketball
tournament late in December.
Final approval of construction
plans is pending by the athletic
department and Student Senate.
Announcement of the construction plans was made this week by
Eta Kappa Nu members Tom McKean and Tom Thompson at the
Senate Finance Committee meet-
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I cannot doubt the integrity of any of these men. I sense that they
have convinced themselves, or been convinced, that we. are clearly on
the road to victory in VietNam.
Still, I have a feeling that, with a bit of White House nudging, they
are overdoing the optimism bit-particularly in the case of Westmoreland, who has several incidents of recent history to teach him caution.
"I think it is conceivable that within two years or, Ies11, the en-emy
will be so weakened that the Vietnamese will lie able to cope with a
greater share of the war burden," Westmoreland said recently. ''· ••
It is quite conceivable that within two years or less we can progressively phase down the level of our commitment •••"
Americans could rejoice over this statement were it not for the
fact that:
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U.S. Forces in the Pacific, said: "The South Vietnamese should achieve
victory in three years,"
• On Oct. 2 of the same year Sec. of Defense Robert McNamara
and Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor returned from Viet Nam and asserted
that "The major part of the United States' military task (in Viet
Nam) can be completed by the end of 1965." They reported that training of South Vietnamese was going so well that 1,000 U.S. military
personnel could be withdrawn by the end of 1963.
• On Nov. 1, 1963, Gen. Paul D. Harkins, Westmoreland's predecessor was quoted in Stars and Stripes as saying: "Victory in the sense
it would apply to this kind of war is just months away and the reduction of American advisers can begin any time now."
We have put more than 460,000 American soldiers into VietNam
since those rosy predictions were made.
Westmoreland used more careful language than the other military
leaders, speaking of what is "conceivable" rather than what he thinks
is likely.
~he pr~blem is, however, that the nuances and the hedging are
qu1ckly Wiped away and the only impact on the public is one of top
~~erican leaders promising them relief from the Viet Nam dilemma
m a. couple of years.
This simplistic public assessment of what Westmoreland, Bunker,
et al are saying may be good for the administration from a political
standpoint. President Johnson surely will benefit from any evidence
that his policies are working and that the U.S. is winning.

CATERING-TAKE OUT

FRIDAY: Duko City Debate Tournament: Union: all day;
TGIF record Hop, Union 129, 8 p.m.:
Financial Planning and Retirement
meeting ; Geology lecture hall; 7 p.m.
Foreign Fibn: "Juliet of the Spirlte,"
Union Theater; 7 and 10 p.m.
SATURDAY; Duke City Debate Tourn•

• Chicken

• Ribs

• Beef
• Pork
• Fresh Water Catfish
• Hush Puppies

ament; Union : all day;

•

Hamburg•r
with F.F.

55¢

UNM Regents: Union 231-A; 8 :SO a.m.;
Albuquerque Youth Symphony; Concert
Hall : 2 p.m. :
Saturday Fibn Fare: "The Sons of Katie
Elder": Union 'l'heater.
SATURDAY: Casino Night; 8-12: Union

TUESDAY I. THURSDAY

II A.M. • 9:30 P.M.

FRIDAY I. SATURDAY

All Sandwichtt
with
fr~nch frln

II A.M. • 12 P.M.

!;UNDAY

and 5 feet high and will be placed above the scoreboard. The
board will be used to relay the
words of the UNM alma mater,
the national anthem, scores of
other basketball games, and starting line-ups.
An IBM reader will interpret
punched cards and relay any message desired on to the board in a
period of 2 to 3 minutes. The
reader is being built by a private
firm and will be given to- Eta
Kappa Nu for the project.
Materials necessary for construction of the board include
1000 lig9_tbulbs a~ 34 ~ents each, .
900 to 1000 sockets at 24 cents
each, 3 sheets of sheet metal, and
about 50 miles of wire. Red light
bulbs will be used on the board
because of their easy visibility
from a distance.
·
The board will be of special
value when the NCAA western
regionals are held in the Arena in
March.
McKean said the entire project
could be financed for $1500 or
less depending on miscellaneous
items such as maintenance costs,
surplus parts, and installation.

~-trv~
L SERVICE

liiJ1I

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

Michelangelo ( 1475-1564)
MICHELANGELO was the most famous
of the great Florentine artists of the
Renaissance. His "Moses", now in the
church of St. Pietro di Vincoli in Rome,
is the most famous of all existing works
of the sculptor's art. The prophet is
supposed to have just found the Israel-

Self Portrait
Height; 13"
Wood Bose
Antiquated Bronze Finish

iles worshipping the golden calf. He
sits heavily bearded and draped, his
head raised and turned to the left, his
right arm grasping the tablets of the
law-an incarnation of majestic indignation and menace. This work was
completed between 1513 and 1516.
Moses
Height, 10"
Antiquated Bronze Finish

Pottery
Village
The Largest Selection in the Southwest
Also deals in garden, dinner, and other types of art ware

3600 Central SE

Ballroom.

•

SUNDAY: Sigma Alph& Iota Ves)Jel'll ;
Fine Arts Recital HaU: 4 p.m.:
Alpha. Phi Omega Pledgea : Union 260-A:

NOON • 9:30 P.M.

CLOSED MONDAY

109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

.

The board will be 18 feet long

,,~~~/

• • •
On Jan. 30, 1963, Admiral Harry D. Felt, then commander of

247·8579

6 p.m.;

Sunday Film Fare : "Sons of Katie El·
der."; Union Theater:
Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni.: Union 189-E :

5:30 p.m.

~ CONCERT I-IALL
THE RULES OF THE GAME
1. UNM STUDENTS ARE ENTITLED TO DISCOUNTS ON ALMOST ALL EVENTS HELD IN THE CONCERT HALL.

"' "'

But more is at stake here than an election, as Mr. Johnson would
be the first to say. A far-reaching success or defeat in Southeast Asia
binges to a large degree on the will of the homefolk to resist
The erroneous predictions of past years already have e;eated a
cerdibility gap of some consequence. Should the current words of our
top team in Viet Nam turn out to be just another sprinkling of rosewater, there will be another sharp drop in public confidence and support.
That !s why the administration ought to g~ easy on the optimism.
They mtght better prepare the American pUblic for a long grueling
struggle, full of sacrifice, and let anything !!hort of that ~ome ail a
very pleasant surprise.

- Sportiest Car Coat (>oing -

)

p

The Rowan Column

.

tisten ·to· KUNM ·. ·

2. WE REQUIRE THAT YOU PRESENT ONE ACTIVITY CARD
OR ONE CONCERT HALL I.D. CARD FOR EACH TICKET
YOU WISH TO PURCHASE AT THE STUDENT RATE.
Ideas for
Christmas?

(

Browse the Basket Shop!

3. TO EXPEDITE YOUR PURCHASE, PLEASE HAVE J.D. HANDY
WHEN REQUESTING TICKETS.

We Pack & Ship

Locations

Shop
Old Town Pla:za

5318 Menaul NE

842~8022

265-5951

YOUR ACTIVITY FEES MAKE THESE
DISCOUNTS POSSIBLE. SAVE 50 PER CENT
DEC. 14 - JOHN JAY SKI MOVIE - STUDENTS $1.50
DEC. 19- NEW CINEMA I - EXPER. FILMS- STUDENTS $1.00
COMING IN JANUARY- HELLO DOLLY

.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Lobo .Staffers ·Favored· ·Over Senate

.

Th11 L<>bo staff football wam
goes into today's Beer Bowl
against Stud11nt Senate as a 35·
point favorite over the unpolished
legislators. Game time will be
promptly at 3 :3Q at Zimmerman
Field.
'
1
The student journalists enter
the game with a 5~1 exhibiticm
game record. The contest will be
tbe first for Senate.
·
The game will be flag football
with 25 plays each half. There
will be a short 10-minute break
at halftime.
There will be no halftime performance for the third annual .
meeting of the two teams. Senate
leads in the series thilt the L<>bo
is favored to even today at one
win apiece. The first year the battle was a 12-12 tie and last year
the government officials won handily.
All of the L<>bo staff is eligible
for the game and the other team
will be comprised of student government officers elected by the
student body. No aides or assistants are eligible for the clash.
Leading the Lobo's assualt will
be Greg MacAleese at quarterback. His running-blocking back
will be Lobo player-captain Nooley Reinheardt.
The top two receivers for MacAleese will be ends Craig Guest
and Chuck Reynolds. Jerry Roehl
will also handle some passes for
the L<>bo.

.

'

I

,

I

I

PART OR FULL TIME WORk
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE ACCOUNTS
Reliable man or woman wonted os
dealers in this area to sei'Yice route
for the WORLD FAMOUS ALKA.SELTZER_ ANACIN, BUFFERIN and BAYER
ASPIRINS sold through our latest
modern vending machine in handy
plastic pill-boxes, for which this company will secure locations. Dealerships
now being established and appointed
upon our a-ptance. Will not interfere with your present employment,
collect and refill machines. To qualify
you must have. $1,705.00 to $3.410.00
cash available imm.dlately for: Inventory and equipment; investment sacur..!.
Must hove car, 8 spore hou,. weekly,
could net up to $5,000.00 per year.
Be abl« to start at once. Income should
start immediately, selling experience
not n.cessary.
If fully qualified for: time and Invest·
ment WRITE, giving Na!Q, Addr-.
and Telephone Num!Jer, for local per·
sonal intei'View with a company Representative-.
tiEADA.CHE &AR VENDORS CORP.
6267 Natural Bridge
Pine lawn, ~rl 63121
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'' EDITOR
NOOLEV REINHEARDT

·o

o-

"

The ignoring of the sen~tors
stemmed from last year's postgame shaving cream attack by the
senators. After beating the Lobo
badly they broke out sh!'Ving
foam and coated the journalists.
Also one Lobo player was quoted as saying, "We figured that
as bad as we are going to beat
them the senators are going to
need more than beer to perk them
up anyway."
The local weatherman says that

The weight on the Lobo lin11
will be provided by Wayne Ciddio
and' Bob Storey. The starting Lobo
center will be Paul Slack,
Veterans of previous contests
on the newspaper staff include
Chuck Noland, Bob Pawley, Stor·
ey, ~nd Reinheardt. The student
journalists chose to snub the senators by not invitating them to
the pre and post-game beer busts
that will be held at ·undisclosed
locations.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

....

Height
6·0
6·6
6·1

~

Rey "Chief" Showers
Jack "Apathetic" Redman
Sam "Mickey Mouse" Bratton
Gary "Nubber" Cone
BIU "Torch" Camp
Bob "Bloomington Flash" Finch
Tod "Stick" Delaney
Ernie "From the Valley" Romero
Rosa "Bnmey" Petkal
Butch "Elroy'' Wbitcher
Baker .,Barry" Morrow
Ron "'Tank•' Ctll'I"Y'
Coleman "Shakey" Travelstead
Steve "Weasel" Black
Guald "Dad" Hollinnwortb
'l'ony ·~oat·~ Deck
BIU "William the Terrible" Carr

Weight

6·18

167

Poeitlon
Short etop
Back
Back (Off. Capt.)
Middle
Line
Line
Line
Back
Back
Back
Left fielder
Back
Line
Line
Line
Idne (Def. Capt.)

6·4

250
200
27

Back
Line
Left out

5·9
6·0

6·7
6·1

1-4

G·O
6·8

4·9

5·1
6-2
6·1

4-11

5-10
6·2
3-5

205
105
170
155
175
84
175
97
190
150
305
871
800
350
228

437

Line

Player
*MaeAleese, Greg
*Reinbeardt, Nooley
•Guest, Craig
*Reynoldt, Chuck
•storey, Bob
*Ciddlo, W8Yile
*Bilek, Paul
Noland, Chuck
Garcia, Tom
Sullivan, Bill
Pawley, Bob
Roehl, Jerry
• denote~ atarter&

Ht.
6-0

5-5

6·11
5-9
6-11
5-11
6-2
5·9

6-8

5·8
5-10
6-9

1

Wt.
180
145
191
130

Poe,
QB
TB

185

G

SE

TE

180

G

118

c

165
150
160
166
160

G

c

G
G

HB

Ski Club Party
The Sitzmarkers will hold a ski
party on Saturday, Dec. 2, beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Sandia
Peak base lodge. Music will be by
The Kreeg and refreshments will
be served.

Listen to KUNM

HIGHL'Y.DTERE8TINGt

''

LOVERS OP GENTLE CONSORTS,·
W"~et. "'""~ C\\:\.\aye"",

·Bightminded Brothers, .Devoted Sisters,

JOID GI!DP!PAS,
&fU!d-~~o-~~~c;r ~a.~~ma.mm.a.~,

Ski Equipment Swap
Set to Begin Friday
The Sandia Peak Ski Patrol
will sponsor a "ski swap" Dec.
2-3.
Winter sports equipment and
clothing may be brought to the
San Pedro gate art gallery on the
state fair grounds Dec. 1 and 2,
and will be sold Dec. 2-3.
P.rillles, a fashion show, and
movies will also be offered.

Sandia Crest Hike
UNM Mountaineering Club is
sponsoring a bike through the
new snow to Sandia Crest Sunday, Dec. 3, at 8 a.m. The group
will leave from the Lobo. 11tatue
south of J obnson Gym. Bikers
should bring boots, warm cloth•
ing, and lunch. Round-trip hiking
distances along tbe.IA Luz trail
are: to Crest,. 14 milea; to l'lortb
Peak, 20 miles.

.lobo Basketball
The Lobo basketball games
against Oregon Friday 1111d Seattle Saturday c:an be heard over
station KDEF, 1150 on the AM
dial. Game time here is 8:50 p.m.

MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

'IXPICTIIT liEGES,
.A.N::C

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,
~L~,
Without Dlstinetton of' A.ge or Sex,
:w'ILL FIND

LAID AN EGG? NEED $$$
See the good guys

af BLACKJACK'S
CENTRAL PAWN

UNBIV~LLED!.)JaO

200 Central S.E.
No loan$ on flat
basketballs pleosel

' Almost every year colleges and
;universities across the nation face
~the same problems when basket'ball season rolls around-unruly
·:crowds.
! . When a basketball fieldhouse..-.
·'Such as UNM's University Arena
-holds nearly 15,000 spectators
when filled to capacity, the problem seems to multiply by the
sheer number of f;ms.
This year it is probable that
university officials will try to
crack down on the incidents that
marked some Lobo games a year
ago.
The major problems are not always booing or loudness. If such
i:s undesirabte at times, it has to
be expected. What does concern
those close to the game-players,
coaches, trainers, athletic department officials, etc.-is tbe throwing of objects onto the court.
A good story is told about such
a situation relating that in the
game against Utah in Salt Lake
City a year ago Lobo guard Don
Hoover made 36 cents and a ball
point pen just by picking up the
goodies thrown onto the court.
:Wyoming is often considered
one of the worst, There fans have
been known to throw soft-drink
cups, still filled, at the visiting
players.
All schools are faced with the
problem to varying degrees. At
UNM, officials hope this year to
control the crowd. Last season
coins, us11ally pennies, and paper
airplanes were the favorite weapons of the fans in the' beat of
the excitement.
•
Uusually no harm is meant to
either Lobos or the other team.
Things like throwing airplanes·
and coins just happen. They have
caused eye injuries, bruises, discomfort, technical fouls, and cancellation .of games across the na~
tion also.
This is what no one wants to
happen at UNM. There is a good
chance that this year the police
on duty at the games will escort
those throwing objects, in any
direction, out of the Arena.

SOUTHWEST
~CTRIC

SHAVER SERVICI ·
•ElECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
2!f7-8219

McDonald'S
THE CLOSEST THING TO HOME

~

I
OUR FILET OF FISH SANDWICH IS A DELICIOUS
EXPERIENCE- TRY SEVERAL

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
.3
LOCATIONS MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

i
I

5324 4th St., N.W.

LOBO STAFF TEAM

ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS
ADVANCED DEGREES
APPLIED RESEARCH & ANALYSIS
Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. is seeking Ph.D.
and M.S. graduates in Mechanical, Electrical, and Electronics .Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics,
and Operations Research. Opportunities are also available for.Economists and M.B.A.'s for cost effectiveness
and transportation studies.
Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. currently employs. 'OVer 350 professional scientific and engineering
· consultants.who contribute technically., both individually .and' collectively, to 11pplied research programs for
private industry and government agencies. Our assignments are not common or routine. We are required to
define and solve complex, unusual problems that challenge and demand the•application of considerable analytical talent.
We seek creative scientists and engineers who believe they are qualified by training and interests to perform effectively in the following areas:
Operations Research - Operations Analysis Systems Analysis - Applied Mathematics - Mathematical Analysis - Statistical Analysis - Environmental Analysis - Communication Studies - Technical Program Planning ...... Computer Applications - Reliability Studies which include the Application of Mathematics,. Statistics, Probability, Simulation and Modeling to Mechanical and Electrical Systems Effectiveness
Problems.
Excellent starting salaries, tuition reimburse:rnent,
relocation, and deferred profit sharing.
Positions are available in Los Angeles (airport
area), Chicago, Kansas City, Bethesda, Albuquerque
and San Diego.
'
Jnterviews on Campus Tuesday, December 5th,
1967. See your Placement Office.
·Trent Ross
Manager • Staff Selection

.J..--:f----1~-
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BOOZ .. ALLEN
APPLJED RESEARCH Inc.
6151 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
Phone: (213) 776·3540

An Equal Opportunity Employ•r (M & F)

Let's Go Lobosl!!
•

Fiesta lanes
Bowling
6001 Menaul NE

i.

50
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c.c.

265-7763

li:dt'tor

500

This S\lems somewhat drastic,
but few disagree that it would
probably be a fast cure for the
·aft'lict:ion if all violators-students, boosters, or what have you
-are treated alike.
Of course, in Loboland there is
hope that the crowds will settle
somewhat this year and content
themselves with age-old booing or
stomping the floor if something
goes wrong-rather than throwing.
Again, it must be stressed that
this school is by no means an isolated example and that probably
the :fans here are better behaved
than elsewhere. The size of the
crowd makes a n y interruption
seem just that much bigger.
Lobo students who saw the Ari·
zona and Arizona State games
on the road last season came back
to Albuquerque saying, "If those
gyms had held anywhere near the
number of fans as University
Arena we might not have gotton
out alive.''
That could be an overstatement,
but not much of one.
UNM students are also faced
with a new crisis this year. One
that Is not necessarily pleasant,
but a needed one. That refers to
having to pick up reserved tickets in advance•
Complaints are beginning to
trickle in as students become
aware of the new procedure. All
students' seats are reserved. But
no student will be left without a
ticket if be shows up at Johnson
Gym during the specified hours
for ticket distribution.
It's also still possible for student groups·to reserve any size of
an area for any organization, as
long as all involved are students
and have athletic IDs.
The reasons for the new set-up
are both practical and financial.
With students just presenting
IDs at the arena gates there is
no way to estimate how many
general admission tickets can be
·
sold.
From varying times last year
the arena was both undersold and
oversold because the estimates of
bow many students to expect for
the game were incorrect by a substantial margin.
Underselling hurts the UNM
pocketbook and overselling irritates fire marshals who do not
want the arena filled to more
than capa.city for safety reasons.
This year there will be no spontaneous, late-evening decisions to
go to the games. But there will
always be ample student seating
and the University will have the
most accurate count possible on
the size of the crowd at home
games.
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The UNM wrestling team lost
its season opener Thursday 17-14
to Hiram Scott. The Lobos compete in the Arizona Invitational
today !
~ tomor~o'w in ~Tucson1'
Thos~ ;. ~winning' fmatches fbr
UNM were:· 152-pound class, cocaptain 'Bil~' Kirby; 160, Bob
Scott;\ 177, Frank Bednarik; aiul;
heavy~w~ight, Roger. Brown.
:· 1
Brown was the on1y Lo]lo grap-.
pier to win ·by a ' pin. ' '
'

ang

· • ,Lookil')g. for
th~ Perfect Place
after the
Perfect Date?
j
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The New ol~ie JOe
management
welcomes

Dancing Every Night
Beer For Girls,
You
10¢ a Glass
Fri. Afternoon
I720 Central S.E.

No

Phone 242-2151

When You're Ouf of Henry's

HOT CHOCOLATE
You're Out of IT!

15 & 30c

'

Across from Campus
, 1916 Central ~:..~~~=Open 11 :00 to 11:00

SUZUKI
SPORTCYCLES

to
.,

Page 7

LOB~

U. Vfre;stlers Lose
:To 1 tlirf~m ~~otf I ~·

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.l:.
247..0836

B. S. BOMBERS
Lee "BIU'f" Martin
Cleve "Stretch" Seamon
Jim "Hopelol!o" Dines

Lqbo

Open 8 AM·8 PM

mn~=~iijii~~~~~~

land.

,

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
ond Laun"ry

***
***
12 Lobos Will Meet 20 Legislators

'

i
'II

~

there is a 20 per cent chance of
snow today, but the game will not.
be canceled unless the most adVel'Se weather conditions turn up
or if the Senate cannot find the
seven-man team for the contest.
Female Lobo staff members and
senators will lead the cheering
of the throng of football fans
that is expected for the meeting.
The game was scheduled at
3:30 for the benefit of st11dents
who want to see the contest.
Weekends of traditionally beer
parties had no effect on the date
of the game, said Lobo Editor No-

I

..

The Sporting. Life

_,...
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NEW MEXICO

c.c.

MODELS

.... Full
12 Month·
~~~00,1) 12,000 Mile

SOLO
SUZUKI

TODAY

AT

IWOFO~SPORF
Fl>~,.·~~v cusHM~H Mofo••

331·333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

PHONE 265-6531

The beer-runner wouldn't call "quits"
When his ship floundered off St•.M.oritz;
He cried, "Sink if we must,
It seems only just
That tLe captain go down with. Lis ScLliu."

Cover
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In Th1rd Beer Bowl
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Sot. 7:00 & 10:00 PM Sun. 5:00 & 8:00 PM 50¢ Union Theatre
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This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand. Cold .
Biting. Tart and
. tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

•

'
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·.'! ,w~IfpuP Bask~tbDIItrs Open ;Season 1/ i
'

Th UNM Wolfpup basketball
r,e,
. . . .
. 1
' team :opens Its s~ason. ~turday
against New Mexico Mibtary In·
stitute in Roswell. The. first home
game for the fresh Will be next
, ~ts, ,"~rue Qal9~" 'fben ~t a11ked' ·Wednesday agai~st the :West
' ~ha~ , t~e ~.ami) date, p~: changed , ;Mesa Radar .station before the
ttom
, tq
• 1 : Lobo-Pepperdme game.
.
$enate ch;.nged ,t.h:e: game date • ' · Leading Coach Bob Leigh's
tour times. '
·
'
. fresh is 6'7" high school All; Head referee for
game will Ameriean Willie Long, "Mr. Basbe Alumni Director . Bub Henry. ketball" in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
Dr; Harold 'Lavender could not last year.
·
perform
that
task
.
because
of
He
is
a
definite
starter as are
business in Santa Fe.
. ' I •

Contest:

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The Lobo staff is 5-1 going into.
1
·
·
the. !!-arne. It is the first contest
government of;
1 :
• j .
.,.
: .
.,,
.say tpey
been, train.; . for
':
.
·
.
1,
mg on raw
meat
s
when
announctJJg
00
wt:b the the line-up,IS!dd they adjusted the
s
eC, .1ew
I to • .1 w_eights of'their team'so that the
ena or
;.ve
Lbbo staff wohld not be too scar
. ' the th.1rd ann
shays
notnte
.
k
e,
'thammem
elii
·
· u. a
ave go en s1c o~ . e, raw. mea , , e.d. · t o ·p1ay m
-of the butcher shop . variety- bowl ga_me.
yet.
·
· ··
The official name of the stuOdds-makers have 's'et The Lo- dent government team is the "B.
bo's staff team as 35~po'int favor- S, Bombers." No comment about
ites over the Sen~tprs; who are the name from Coleman.
led by quarterback-captain Jim
It is doubtful if the government
Dines. However, Travelstead said team has uniforms. They will be
his team expected to win by a wearing the yel.Jow flags. The
margin of three to four touch. Lobo staff will be attired in let.downs,
tered burgundy sweatshirts, blue
Speaking of The Lobo's earlier levis, and burgundy socks. They
opponents this year-the all-stars will be wearing red flag belts.
from downtown news mediaTravelstead called the Lobo
Travelstead said they were like staff "a bunch of old windbags
a group of third.grade girl scouts who don't know the first thing
and that The Lobo victories did about football.'' He also added
not mean a thing.
that he thought The Lobo showed

' <

'

8

'todl}~

Sat~r,day.
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FOR SALE
1959 FORD Galaxie 500, 2·dr hardtop, V-8,
4 barrel carburetor. Body in cood. condi·
.tion, good t•res. new automatic transmission. ust sell to pay 2nd BCIJlester
tuition. $300·350. Phone 842-9839. 11/29·
12/3.
UNDERWOOD Standard typewriter, pica
t:vPe. Call Mr~. White 243·6431. 11/21112/3.
GARAGE SALE-Books. Leaving town,
must sacrifice, Areas: Psychology, Phil·
osophy, Mathematics, Biology, PhYSics,
Literature, Reference. See Union bulle•
tin board for detailed list, prices. Sale
hours M·F, 7·9 p.m.; S·S, 12·4 p.m.
402-A Harvard SE. 12/1-7.
STUDENTS lookinlr for a car from $100.
to $2000, any make. For the loweat
priceS In town call Lanny Corter, 298·
1934 after 3 :80 p.m.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday ol: thursday. E A E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588•
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS ol: BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and Jiat. MA·
DAM BU'l"l'ERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4809
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
FOR RENT
HOUSE for Rent. 2 blocks fro.m campus
on Las Lomas. $135. per month with 1
year Jeaae, S bed.roo~n.~, 2 baths, fireplace, walled. yard, Phone 242·1938. 11/29.
ROOMS for rent, $30 Per month. Clooe
to campus. Males only. 424 Sycamore
NE, Phone 842-1824. Csll or see after
4 p.m. 11/22·30.
LOST
DIAMOND white gold engagement ring,
in or around tbe Language Lab. Reward. Pleaae call 255·7485. 11/22-30.
PERSONALS
WANTED 3 open-minded. girls for Miami
Beach Xmaa trip. Expenses paid. Contact Ric 242·9252, 5·7 p.m. 11/30·12/7
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: En.
thusiastic, energeUc junior or senior to
write chapter tor atudent guidebook. Ex·
penaes and fee plus by-line and abort
biography.. Tell us who you are lmmed.l·
atel:v. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon and Seb114ter, 680 Filth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
WANTED
USED bllby carriage and Porta-erib, In
condition, pleue. Phone 268-1063.

o~

OPEN

a PM

CAll
SHOWTIMES:
2:10-3:30-5:00
6:10-7:308:50-10:05

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGtiNG, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT OUIE'l'.
- 1

'' ' '
'

NEW MEXICO. LOBO
Subscript'ion Rate~- $4.50 per year
·
$2.25 per semester

I

PACT Sees· More: Politicallnvolvemenfr;,

i

By RICHARD AN'J'HONY
Collegiate Press Service
NEW YORK-In the dingy
storefront office, its sloping floor
covered with a dull, worn linoleum and its walls showing evidence of d~cay beneath a recent
coat of light-blue paint, there is
relative calm.
A white student, thick-set, a
senior at Columbia University,
talks about working in the ghetto.
"I don't feel committed, I can
leave after 5 o'clock," he says,
He talks about injustice, and
about how the people in the
community don't think of an
abstraction like injustice, only
~- about the :frustrations of apply~; ing for welfare or getting a job.
Willie Mae Merritt comes in.
She is poor, an attractive black
woman, perhaps in her midthirties. She does volunteer social
work in this west-side New York
area that is known as the "for-

gotten strip," a name it has been
given because it's a slum outside
of Harlem. She has just learned
that poverty funds a~;e 'going to
be cut back in the city and she
is angry:
.
"We just come off a demonstration-did you hear about the
Congress?"
"Does that affect us?" asks
the student, Allen Appel.
"That affects everybory! 1' She
grops her hands tightly together
and leans forward in her chair.
"The :funds has been cut one-third
. . • all the $6001000 for the community is cut off . . ."
She goes on, condemning the
middle-class Office of Economic
Opportunity staff members for
trying to keep poor people uninformed and powerless, praising
her congressman for taking a
stand, and foretelling what the
cutback in funds may mean:
· "It's gonna be a war, it's gonna be a race war .. , the people

down there, they say they're gonna burn down New York ; . .''
She talks nbout the poor people
who are working full time for
OEO, the professionals. "Even
the professionals, they have only
three weeks to work. Where is
they goin', what road is they
gonna take?"
Appel and another white Jltudent, a girl, listen quietly, sym.
pathetically. They are not wholly
powerless, they at least have an
organization, and there are other
volunteers like themselves who
are working to help people in the
strip. But how are they to deal
with a distant, :fantastic problem
like the Congress?
The organization to which the
students belong is called :PACTProgram to Activate Community
Talent, It began three years ago
as a project run by Columbia students to provide tutoring and
recreation programs for children
in the slum area south of the

university that is called the
strip, Now the organi:l;ation has haps 40 per cent, are Englishspeaking black people. Both
changed. The tutoring and recrea- groups make use of :PACT's
tion programs are still part of
services, but only the black
:PACT, but is it increasingly inpeople have so far joined the
volved in political action. Fur" organization.
ther.more, the students find that
Disagreement about PACT's
what they had aimod for from
the beginning-the take-over of political methods is only one of
PACT by members of the com- the organization's current probmunity-is actually happening. lems. The minister who once perAnd they wonder what they as mitted :PACT to use his church
students can do that will be for its recreational programs bas
meaningful when black people are kicked them out. They have no
beginning not to wait, and when space now. The OEO money is
arbitrary decisions taken in ·a gone, though Juan Gonzales, the
Washington office or a Columbia :Puerto Rican student. head of
University conference room con- :PACT, is hoping for another govvince more of the poor that they ernment grant and for aid from a
must fight for themselves the faculty civil rights group a~·
Columbia.
best way they can.
"People come in with comThe community that PACT is
concerned with has a population plaints about horrible housing,
that is more than half Spanish- welfare problems, getting jobs,"
explains Appel. "This summer,
spealdng-Puertq_<co~iell,ll.S, Do- we were working on rent strikes,
minicans, H;aitilfW. Tlicl ~~per- things like that. Now we basically work on these individual
cases, which means calling up a
landlord about a ceiling that's
:falling down. You just get pissed
off after fixing a few ceilings. I
need results."
',_c,
. •
c:-..1-, Appel feels the poor are justi\..'·
. . ~
fied in resorting to violence.
Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
~,',<,"
. '"'"'
Gonzales is slightly more opti: '~2;J/~ ~'>i i,t~'f"
mistic
than Appel, though be sees
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a; diminishing role for the stu... ········· ...... ........... .. ,. ...... .
dents in the ghetto. He believes
iiammering
away at the various
Power Meet?
government agencies that deal
with the poor can have a political
effect over time. He believes, too,
that what he calls "individual advocacy" can provide a role for
students in the slums.
He explains: "A .student has
certain tools, he's dealt with
deans and administrators, he has
the ability to deal with bureauA Lobo staff reporter was fore·
crats in their terms.'' This ability,
ed to leave a meeting of Negro
students in the Union yesterday
says Gonzalez, enables a student
to help the poor get service from
afternoon when pat·ticipants inthe many agencies they must deal
dicated they would leave if she
with.
stayed and continued to take
notes.
He has thought about the question that confronts almost anyone
The meeting was reportedly bewho works long enough in the
ing conducted by leaders of a
black-power group rumored to be
ghetto-the question, that i s,
forming on the UNM campus.
whether it is better to work at
Lobo reporter Sarah Laidlaw had
pieeerl1enl reform" or to work for __ .
been sitting in the Esther Thompthe revolution. For the present,'<'"·
be is sticking with refonn.
son Lounge of the Union taking
"In this country, the revolution
notes on the meeting for about
wouldn't work," he explains.
five minutes when one of the girls
present spoke up: "There's a
Gonzalez feels that a lot of
white girl in the back taking
able students have been lost to
notes.'' The girl then left.
his organization because of the
Joe long, one of the participants,
anti-war movement, He · feels
' ~· ii others will quit PACT as the
was quoted by Miss Laidlaw as THE DICE WERE ttOLLING Saturday
lowed.
to
buy
$200
in
paper
money
for
$1
and a community leadership begins to
saying, "We really don't want, UNM went gambling, This was a eommon scene
grand
prize
was
awarded
to
the
person
winning
any white participation. The suptake mL~re of the lead in running
during Casino Night, which was held from 8 to
the most money. Paulette Key, chairman of the the organization. But he wants to
J ;
port,
yes,
but
not
the
participat i•
12 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. The games which
Union Program Directorate said ·she would like stay with PACT as long as he
tion."
11
were played included chuch-a-luck, twenty-one,
to
see Casino Night become a traditional event feels he can be useful.
"I'm
not
here
to
participate,"
\ II!/
blackjack, craps, and roulette. Students were al·
at UNM. (Photo by Pawley)
, Miss Laidlaw said.
"When civil rights started, with
"But you are taking notes,
the marches, it was fun," says
right?" Long reportedly said.
Gonzalez. "Now many people
:Participants statred to get
have quit, and of course the black
restless, so Miss . Laidlaw said
groups have started throwing
"I:f I'm going to break up your
Art Buchwald, a syndicated coltheory that the fewer people be students out.
meeting, I'll leave." She left, and umnist, will appear at UNM Mon- sion, and as a lecturer.
Buchwald
was
raised
an
or·
sees in Washington, the more in"I believe, though, that pennthe meeting continued.
day, Dec. 11, at 8 p.m. in the phan, and confesses he has found · formed he will be.
anence of effort is the crucial
Union Ballroom.
a father image in :President John- . Buchwald's speech is sponsored thing. If you just never leave
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Buchwald is described by Time son. He said, "I worship the very by the UNM Associated Students then they-the bureaucrats-they
Alpha Epsilon Pi, a social fra• magazine as "the most successful quicksand the President walks Lecture Committee.
have to deal with you.''
ternity, is currently organizing humorous columnist in the United on.,
at UNM.
States.'''He is also the author of
Buchwald introduces bimseH in
There will be an organization several humorous books. The his recent book as "the only man
meeting for interested men Tues- most recent is "Son of the Great who sleeps better in Washington
day, Dec. 5, at 7:30p.m. in Union Society.'' He has also made rec• than Jack Valenti. Buchwald is
250-D.
ords and has appeared on televi- truly a son of the Great Society,
although there are a few in the
-IIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!RIIIIIIIIIftiiiUIIIIIIII~InAIIHOIIniiiiiiiiiiHIIIDIIIIIIIUIIIDIRHmiiiiNIIIIIIftiiOIIIIIIHIUIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIUIII
Johnson administration who claim
he is a son of something else," be
says.
Occasionally Buchwald makes
up something :tor his column, and
then discovers weeki! later it is
Two well-known experts on in- The schedule for the week's the truth. He prefers to be the
ternational affairs will highlight events follows:
.
·.
only one )n Washington who is
this week's Viet Nam forum to Monday-Dr•. R~ea Dulles; lhs- uninformed. In the introduction to
be held in the Union Monday
~ry pf American Involvem~nt
"Son of the Great Society," the
through Friday.
. .
m VIet Nam; 8 p.m. Umon columnist said he prefers to reDr. Fr:mk Trager and Dr. Hans
Theater.
.
.
.
main in his ivory tower; oblivious
Morgenthau will speak to all .in- Tuesday-J':anel discussion; 8 to what is going on around him.
p.m.; Umon Theater.
..
terested students, faculty memThis has caused a lot of ill feelhers and local residents through Wednesday - Tele-Lecture with ing among the other Washington
the 'Alert Center Tele-Lecture
Dr. Frank Trager; 2:30 p.m.; columnists who :feel Buchwald is
Union Ballroom. .
.
facilities in the Union.
getting more information than
Dr T1·ager will speak at 2:30 Thursday-_Tele-Lecture w1th Dr. they are, he says.
m 'Wednesday in the Union
Hans Mot•genthau; 10 a.m.;
Buchwald operates under the
Union Ballroom. Formal stub'atiroom. Dr. Morgenthau will
apeak at 10 a.m. Thursday, also dent debate; 8 p.m.; faculty
in the Ballroom.
· I.ounge.
..
.
•
E.E. Talk Tue$day
Viet Nam week is being spon- Friday-Informal discussion all
COLLEGE SONGSTERS, The Letterman, will perform in .cone~rt at
The department of electrical 8 p.m. Friday, Dec. 8, in the Concert Hall. From left are Jun Pike of
afternoon; Esther Thompson
sored by the student government
engineering will present Dr. D.
. Nationat.Intemational A :t ~ a irs
Lounge. . . .
.
Brigham Young University,. Tony Butala from Sharon, P~., and ,.Bob
Committee in preparation _for a
Mo~day-Tuesday, Dec. 11-12 -; :Petersen Tuesday, Dec. 6. He will
Engeman of Van Nuys, Cahf., who have recorded such hits as The
general Viet Nam referendum
VIe,t Nam war referendum, speak on "A Study of Interpola- Way You Look Tonight/' "When I Fall In Love," and "Once U:pon A
Dec 11-12 on the UNM eampus. . . . Umon,
tion and Smoothing Operators in Time.'' Their coneert is- being sponsored by the Popular Entertamment
Objective.
Analysis.''
.!llliiiiiRIMRIRIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIdllllfiiRIIIIOIIIIHH1IIIDtlmi!IW!IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIfllftiiOIIiiiRIIIIIIHIIHI*IIDIRIIInlllfllllftll
Committee of the AssOciated Students.
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TOMORROW

NIGHT
December 2- Saturday Midnight

ANGRY ARTS

A selection of new short films made by America's lead·
ing "underground" filmmakers specifically to be shown
as part of New York's city-wide Angry Arts week pro·
testing the war.

Plus: "TIME OF THE LOCUSTS" by Peter Gessner.
Have you noticed that although we've been deeply at
war virtually no "commercial" movies have dealt with
it? In fact, this war has really not affected most American's daily lives, certainly the economy at the time of
this writing is running smoothly enough, But something
is happening and Gessner's extraordinary film shows
th'at no matter how you try to avoid it, you, as an· indi·
dual, must come to terms with all that is going on and
your own guilt,

~

_

Block Group Asks
Writer to Leave
Meeting. in Union

;~>
r.
'

The screen~ s first serious study of
unconventional human behavior
And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn. Whisperings. "Who's that strangely·
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what's
in that curious green bottle that's making such
a racket?"
And you've arrived! The distinctive taste and
ebullient character or Sprite has set you apart.
You'
uh ••• uh, whoever-you-are.

1

.-MATINEE

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIEh' AI>YERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65~-c times, •z.oo. Inaertiona
must be submitte!l by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Public..
tiono Buildin.r, or telephone 277..C002 or
277·4102.

6'3" l!'red Grawe and. Pet_e Gibsbbi ,
who is 5'9''· Grawe IS from wd-· t
verly, Iowa, and Gibson came to
UNM from Pittsburgh, Pa.
The other two positions are ult
in the air between three l!>c~li
prep star~-Highland ~ Ken Ot-l
teni, St. ~JUs' Jay Schippers, and.
Robert KJertchner
Monzano. ,
Leigh thinks he wlil have a top, ·
squad this year and is working; ·
at defensive problems for the:
opening games, The frosb play
the ColJege of Artesia before
their home opener here also.

i

"Eros" is the screen's first major attempt to
"Eros" is the pursuit of the bizarre, It is the
provide insight into the motivations lor socially screen's first serious study of the stimuli to avert
unacceptable behavior. It is a searing drama of boredom and divert the frustrations of inhibition.
insatiable desire.
"Eros" is the probing story of two women
and two men who were bound to confprmity by
the chains of conventionalism. Then they learned
that love knows no laws.
They violated the codes of conduct in their
un-ending !learch for something new and differ·
ent ... something magical, mystical, exciting.
Their quest' for pleasure and fulfillment lead
to many avenues of excitation. They paved the
way with permissiveness and indulgence. Their
· destination was gratification.

.,

· Their hedonistic fascination with the mythological gods of love and desire introduced a new
ln its portrayal of interpersonal human tela·
realm of exoticism. Their fascination with exhi·
tiona,
"Eros" becomes the screen's first graphic
bitionism opened a new dimension of excitement.
revelation 9) unconventionnl behavior.

ADULTS
ONLY!

SHOWN AT
7:30, 9:~0

l-lumorist: Buchwald t:o Talk

International Affairs Experts Slated
To Speak in Week's Viet Nom Forum

!'·
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